Developing Novel Digital Endpoints: A Three-Part Webinar Series

Novel digital endpoints offer enormous promise to transform medical product development and the reach of new therapies to all patients, including individuals typically underrepresented in clinical research.

This summer and early fall, Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI), Digital Medicine Society (DiMe), and TransCelerate are teaming up on a three-part webinar series that highlights the full suite of resources and insights available for using novel digital endpoints in clinical trials for medical product development.

As this space continuously evolves, we are committed to working together to help you evolve with it. Please register today for these three informative and insightful webinars!

AUGUST 2 | Digital Endpoints

Presenters will discuss the best resources available to sponsors, digital product manufacturers, and researchers committed to harnessing the power of digital clinical trials to advance the safe, effective, ethical, and equitable use of digital technologies to improve lives through new approaches to medical product development.

Speaker: Jen Goldsack

WATCH THE RECORDING

SEPTEMBER 21 | Developing a Novel Measurement of Sleep in Rheumatoid Arthritis: Study Proposal for Approach and Considerations

Using DiMe’s V3 framework and CTTI resources in a hypothetical case to validate a sleep endpoint, presenters will demonstrate key considerations and challenges for developing novel digital endpoints for use in medical product development. They will also highlight the importance of regulatory strategy in the development and validation of novel digital endpoints.

Speakers: Michelle Crouthamel, Lada Leyens, & Joe Mather

REGISTER

OCTOBER 5 | Next Steps for Obtaining Novel Endpoint Reliability & Acceptance

CTTI will discuss its current work to obtain reliability and acceptance of meaningful, digitally derived novel endpoints – a project that builds on its existing novel endpoint recommendations and resources. This includes highlights from a recent Expert Meeting of leaders and stakeholders from across the clinical trials ecosystem, and a preview of the forthcoming set of CTTI novel endpoint recommendations and resources.

Speaker: Lindsay Kehoe, CTTI, & Alicia Staley, Medidata

REGISTER